
Overview

With the global shift in focus to ‘get green’ as soon as possible, many nations and states are setting carbon
reduction targets that are well ahead of wider global goals. Under the IEA Stated Policies Scenario (STEPS),
the global outlook for the share of electric car sales based on existing policies and firm objectives has increased
to 35% in 2030, up from less than 25% in the previous outlook, causing the market to shift the focus to the
battery technology space.

The lithium-ion (li-ion) battery commands most of the market share within the battery technology space which
has led to a significant increase in physical lithium prices. Supply issues hang over the li-ion space, but the
combination of battery innovation and optimised manufacturing are expected to help lighten the supply burden
over the coming years as demand continues to ramp up.

Supply chain dependencies: Ensuring a stable
and sustainable supply of lithium and other key
battery materials can be challenging due to
geopolitical factors and limited reserves.

Technological advancements: Rapid changes in
battery technology require companies to continually
invest to remain competitive and address potential
obsolescence risks. 

Safety and environmental concerns: Managing
the safe disposal and recycling of lithium-ion
batteries and minimising environmental impact pose
challenges in the industry.

Energy storage revolution: Lithium batteries
enable efficient energy storage, facilitating the
integration of renewable energy sources and
enabling grid stability.

Electric mobility revolution: Lithium-ion batteries
power electric vehicles, contributing to reduced
emissions, improved air quality, and accelerating
the transition towards sustainable transportation.

Technological advancements: Investing in
battery technology drives innovation, leading to
improved battery performance, longer lifespans,
and cost reductions, benefiting various industries
and applications.
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Ticker Name Net Assets
(US$)*

Holdings Fee Link to
Factsheet

ACDC AU Global X Battery
Tech & Lithium ETF

$426m 33 0.69% ACDC AU

LIT US Global X Lithium &
Battery Tech ETF

$2,500m 52 0.75% LIT US

BATT US Amplify Lithium
Battery Tech ETF

$161m 105 0.59% BATT US

Shortlist of ETFs to gain exposure to this theme
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Mason Stevens is a specialist wealth platform provider that focuses on Managed Account (MA) solutions. The company offers
Outsourced CIO (Chief Investment Office) services that complement the platform and MA solutions.

*Data as at 1 October 2023
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This document is issued by Mason Stevens Asset Management Pty Limited, ABN 92 141 447 654 (MSAM). MSAM is a corporate authorised representative (CAR 461312) of 
Mason Stevens Limited, ABN 91 141 447 207, AFSL 351578.

The information provided is of a general nature only and does not have regard to any individual’s personal objectives, financial situation, or needs. You should consider this 
information, along with all your other investments and strategies when assessing the appropriateness of the information to your individual circumstances. MasonStevens 
encourages seeking specific professional advice from a licensed financial adviser before making a decision to transact in relation to any investment, security, or strategy. 
Investment in securities including derivatives involves risks. Securities by nature will rise and fall and therefore past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 

MSAM and its associates and their respective directors and other staff each declare that they may hold interests in securities and/or earn fees or other benefits from transactions 
arising as a result of information contained in this communication.

MSAM ensures that the information provided in this brochure is as accurate and complete as possible but does not warrant its accuracy or reliability. References made to any 
third party or their data is based on information that MSAM believes to be true and accurate as at the date of this brochure but are without independent verification. 

Opinions and or information may change without notice and Mason Stevens is not obliged to update you if the information changes. Mason Stevens and its associated 
companies, authorised representatives, agents, and employees exclude to the full extent by law, liability of whatever kind, including negligence, contract, fiduciary duties or 
otherwise, to investors or anyone else in respect of any loss or damage, including indirect or consequential loss or damage, foreseeable or not, arising from or in connection with 
this information. All information provided in this document is correct as at October 1 2023.
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